EDITORIAL

Our subscribers are doubtless aware that owing to the severe rationing of paper the size of each number of the Journal is drastically restricted, and in spite of diminution of margins and other subterfuges a journal of the present size is all that we are allowed to publish. The paper rationing also affects the actual number of copies that we can print and instead of having a surplus of copies we now have practically none. This is a serious matter and when all the copies of an issue en route to our subscribers in the western hemisphere are sent to the bottom of the Atlantic it is quite impossible to replace them. This is a great hardship for those who have their Journals bound. Moreover, we have no margin from which to supply libraries and subscribers in enemy-occupied countries who may like to obtain their copies after the war.

I know that a great many of our subscribers do not have their copies bound and it would be an enormous help to us if those subscribers would send back some or all of their copies when they have read them. The publishers will gladly pay the full published price for the return of certain single copies as advertised on the contents page, or for complete sets of Journals for the year.

WALTER HOWARTH.